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At the July Business Meeting the club voted to continue the extra operating session each
week. That means that the Friday of the week following the business meeting will be an operating
session instead of a work session. Club members see more interest in operation and agreed that if a
serious work session is needed it can be scheduled.
The memorial plaque to our deceased members was shown at the meeting. It will be placed in
the club room. It carries the names of seven members. They are Dan Denning, George Stephenson,
John Croll, Bud Linn, Dan Vaughn, Jerry Kemner and Don Meyer. There are spaces for other names.
Our Annual club picnic is scheduled for Saturday August 25th at Hank Murray’s home on St.
Anthony Road southeast of Quincy. As in the past swimming will begin at 4:00pm with dinner at 6:00.
It may again be followed by entertainment by the Roundhouse Trio, plus who ever else shows up.
Each family is urged to bring your own plates and utensils and of course a covered dish. If you wish
something stronger than soda or tea it is BYOB. I suggest you also bring folding chairs.
Three trip proposals were presented and a consensus of the members present leaned toward
a trip into Iowa. It would include one night at a motel and a stop at the Boone and Scenic at Boone IA.
They have steam and diesel power and an interesting trolley ride. Dana and David Fredrick are
designing an itinerary which will be presented at the August meeting.
Debbie and Jim Kisor of Keokuk IA were accepted as members of the club.
And for those of you who end up with sore feet after an evening of operation here’s good
news. We voted to purchase over 90 linear feet of three foot wide carpet remnants to place in the
aisles and along Montmorenci and Ashtabula. Now we may have to buy an inexpensive vacuum
cleaner.
Aug 2nd Business meeting
The club members present, 16, voted to approve the changes proposed for the Constitution
and By-laws. As we mentioned before they are only minor changes such as correcting the wording for
a one per month meeting instead of two. If you would like a copy of the changes e-mail me at
rrbob9@adams.net.
We have eight rolls of carpeting in the clubroom to make walking somewhat easier for us older
folk.
David Fredrick announced he has been forced to cancel scheduled railroad rides on the
Quincy portion of the Burlington Junction Railroad due to a change in the company’s insurance
carrier.
Jeff Unser has volunteered to take over the air brushing and further detailing of the Benezett
Steel Mill. For your information Ed Dietrich is working on the track for the complex and I am working
on a somewhat elongated two track ‘Rolling Mill’. I would hope that by open house there is some
semblance of how the complex will appear.
Dave & Dana Fredrick reported on a planned club trip into Iowa. It would include, but not be
limited to, The Boone & Scenic Steam, diesel and trolley rides at Boone IA; a tour of the Iowa Electric
at Mason City; a look at the Iowa Northern operation north of Mason City plus other possibilities.
Dates best available include Sept 8-9, 29 -30, Oct 6-7 or later in October. Anyone interested please
contact David, Sign up at the club room, or e-mail me.
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Touring the C&LE part 2
In our last newsletter I began touring the Chesapeake and Lake Erie railroad from
Northumberland to Ashtabula using train #313, the morning coal drag west. The engineer is Jeff
Heine and conductor Mike Fletcher. They left the Northumberland Mine #1 with 27 loads and were to
drop three at Keating. We
left them just as 313 was
about to drop the cars.
On this train the three
cars for Keating are at the
front. If you ever run this
train it is a good idea to
radio the Keating yard
master and ask whether
he wants front or rear of
train for the set out.
Jeff will pull forward
after the head brakeman
makes the separation and
will set them on yard track
immediately to the engines
left.

As I mentioned in the
First part, the mines do
not have facilities to fuel
C&LE engines so the
crews have to service at
the Keating engine. It
also gives the crew a
potty break and a chance
to stretch their legs. All
told the stops only take
about 6 or 7 minutes real
time or less than an hour in
in HO scale time.
Each move across the
Main line will have to be
cleared with dispatchers. Dispatchers on the C&LE do double duty. Not only do they have the job of
assigning track rights to all trains and keeping track of clearances, but they also have the job of
assigning trains to available crews.
If you are assigned a train that you’ve never run before it is a good idea to ask for the
operation page for that train. It will tell you where you have work, which way to work that job, and any
special orders. Passenger crews should always check with the dispatcher for special orders.
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After they’ve finished getting
fueled up, they may get some
fresh ice and water or anything
they may need, and then ask
for clearance from the
dispatcher to come out of the
engine service area and get
back to their train. Once they’ve
backed onto the train, Jeff and
Mike pump up the air and make
a brake test and are cleared
past Stephenson Tower to
Emporium.

The shack which is Mike’s
home away from home trails 313
as it swings left at Denning to
take the old route west.
Editors note; I have been
very glad we selected the 1958
date for the C&LE. It allows us to
include cabooses on trains and
for many of us older folk a train
needs a caboose. It’s like the
period at the end of a sentence.

The last three cars and the
caboose are seen here on their
way to Emporium. It is known
as the old route through
Emporium, Glen Hazel, then
down hill to Johnsonburg and
Portland Mills. The train will
continue west through Clarion
and through several tunnels and
finally emerge at Ashtabula.
This picture was taken
looking toward the Effrein
Bridge that carries the new
route to Benezett.
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First a correction on last
month’s newsletter, both
engines on the train are GP7s,
however the second is in
passenger colors. The train is
passing the Calhoun County
Power Plant. The plant will soon
be switching to oil fired steam
generators. However there will
be no loss in business for the
C&LE since coal need will
double at the new steel mill.
The gravel plant in the
right foreground will also be a
strong supplier for the steel mill.

A series of tunnels hide
much of the trains path between
Emporium and Glen Hazel. Here
#313 takes the main past the new
Glen Hazel Station and fueling
facility for steam engines. It is the
only water and coal available
between Keating and Portland
Mills. This is a slow part of the
trip since it is almost all uphill to
just west of Glen Hazel at Green’s
bridge.

Next it is downhill through
the small town of Johnsonburg
and the old Johnsonburg station.
The smell of brake shoes on
steel wheels follows the train as
it heads into P M Junction.
The dynamic brakes on
the lead unit are really
screaming on the downhill run,
but they do ease the strain on
the brakes.
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Back into daylight from PM
Tunnel #313 slows for the
crawl past the yard. All main
traffic past yards and
passenger stations must
observe 10 MPH speeds.
At the left is the first trailer
on flat car ramp on the C&LE.
An updated version is soon to
be built at Keating to handle
some different types of
trailers.

Under the tell-tales exiting
the PM – Clarion tunnel 313’s
Power is again on slow order
even though they have the
main.
Better than two-thirds of
the trip is complete at this point
and much of trackage is hidden
from camera view until they
reach Ashtabula.
While #313 & 315 and
their eastbound counter-parts
are often slow and dull, they are
a very important part of the
business on the C&LE.

Entering Ashtabula yard
#313 will have to place its cars
in the yard since the regular
storage tracks are still full, but
no worry the yard job will get it
all separated and there will be
spaces for the afternoon
westbound coal drag.
Meanwhile the crew will
get a few hours off before
returning with a train of empties
for the mine.
It all works well when
there are no problems and the
C&LE is a good railroad on
good tracks with good people.
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From Our Members
First a note to all members: This is your newsletter, I just assemble it, and so if
you have anything you would like to submit please do so. It can either be by e-mail or
snail mail. I have a flat bed copier so I can scan pictures as well as move them in the
computer. I would really like to see some old pictures of either one to one railroads or
scale models
Now here are some interesting pictures from Jeff Heine some copy has been edited.
“On my recent trip to North Carolina, I wasn't really looking for many train places or railroad
related things to do. In between my last two stops before returning home, I decided to stop at the
North Carolina Transportation Museum in Spencer. It was a little out of the way but I have to admit
the detour was well worth the miles.
The museum itself is on the property that was once the Southern Railway's Spencer steam
shops. In its heyday, the grounds employed lots of men to keep the engines running. Many of the
former buildings are still in place. As I walked around the property, I began to wonder what I would
hear if these walls and bridges could talk. Guided paths direct visitors to all the exhibits.
Since this is on former railroad property, the main focus of the museum is indeed railroads. In
the middle of the parking lot is a former Southern Railway Boxcar. Many of the buildings of the former
steam shops are still intact, but not all are accessible to the public. The roundhouse is still in place,
and the turntable still operates. Inside the roundhouse are numerous locomotives and rolling stock
from days past. Some are completely restored while there are others in various stages of
restoration. Steam and diesel fans will be delighted. Probably one of the most intriguing exhibits was
the Baldwin diesel lettered for the "original" Norfolk Southern Railway”.

NS #1616 A Baldwin DRS -6-4-15 with A-1-A trucks 1500 hp
It is painted white with red and black lettering and stripes. These were built from 1947 – 50.
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“Before the merger of the N&W and Southern into what we know as NS, there was another NS
that operated in the South. Some of the equipment from the Norfolk Southern excursion trains are
kept here, and used for the rides. I would have to say the "pride and joy" of the museum is the former
Southern Railway GP30 #2601. This engine was used to pull the tour train around the grounds.
Right now it looks like it just came out of the paint shop.”
Here’s Jeff being part
railfan part tourist, but hey I
wouldn’t mind getting up close
to a GP30. Norfolk Southern
always left them as high hood
models and they had them
everywhere. I remember they
used one to remove CB&Q
#3007 from the Griggsville
Purple Martin ground before it
went to Washington IA.
Jeff continues
Adjacent to the museum is the
present Norfolk Southern
mainline
The museum doesn't stop at
just trains. Inside some of the former steam shops buildings are exhibits to other modes of
transportation. One building is called "Bumper to Bumper" which is probably self-explanatory. This
building is dedicated to motor vehicles. Here you will find all kinds of cars and trucks that have been
used on the nations roads for the past several decades. There is also another building that is
devoted to air travel and transport. Whatever mode of transportation you like, this museum seems to
have it all”.
Thanks Jeff.
How Many Corporate Colors can you see in one day?

Remember the BNSF E Units, here are 3 EMD
SD70MAC units that feature the green over white
over green colors with a blue cross center herald
and the light green ‘BNSF’ under the window of the
lead unit. Fairly clean motors on this empty coal
drag. Notice the large numbers on the lead unit and
smaller ones on the two trailing engines.
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Taking a leaf from the NIKE swoosh here are GE
ES44 motors featuring Dark Green over yellow
over orange over yellow with a dark green bottom
stripe with reflective tape and silver fuel tanks. This
train had distributive power with two units on the
rear. There also were at least two other similar
designs that Jeff saw that morning.

Where is it? What is it? What Railroad is it?
Jeremy Bubb is at it again. This picture was taken in Illinois in 2001. There are five units in the
lead. The red spot in the center of the front of the lead engine should give you some hint.

Hobby News
Fast Track Switches: If you haven’t seen these and the jigs used to create them and
you’re planning a railroad, stop before you buy turnouts. These are some of the best hand built
switches available. The Jigs and materials are all available from the company, but the QSME has
access to a website that will give us a percentage from the sale. Among our modelers using them are
Mac Fisher, Jim Keller and Dave Scharnhorst on a new module for the Big Bridge RR. To access the
site use the following;---------------------------If you are at all interested in some larger gauges, an older firm has entered a new market.
Accucraft Trains which was started in 1934 in California has now entered the so-called G Scale
market. They list the availability of products that are actually three different scales. They are; FN3 –
1:20.3, Gauge 1-1:32, G gauge which is 1:29. They also have half inch at 1:24 plus ON3/ON30 at
1:48 and Ride-On trains. The address is www.accucraft.com .
Athearn continues to be a problem since it has gone with Horizon Hobbies as their sole
distributor. They have advertised a long list of period vehicles from the mid 50s that would be perfect
on our club layout. However, when you search for an available store 30 miles from Quincy there are
none. For a while they listed the new train display shop in Hannibal, but it is no longer listed. They
have a point to check on line stores but it only gives Horizon Hobbies, and I hate to pay MSRP prices.
Attempts to organize a mid-northern Missouri division of the Mid-Continent region have been
temporarily put on hold. While it does appear to be a good idea, there was practically no response to
efforts to contact other NMRA members in the area. The organizer has decided to wait until fall to
renew the efforts.
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Saturday Aug 4th Gary Roe and I traveled to Pittsfield to meet with relatives of Kermit
Kleinfelter; Kermit died earlier this summer at the age of 96. He was a member of the Wabash
Historical Society and an avowed railfan. His job had been as an engineer and he had the organized
mind of engineers (not railroad type).
His relatives asked us to go through a basement full of collectibles, a lot of paper and some
hardware. There will be an auction in August, I’ll put up the date on e-mail if anyone wants to attend
because there will be some interesting items for sale. He had the largest collection of ‘date nails’ I’ve
ever seen. Not just three or four of each but maybe 30 to 50 of each date.
He also was a good friend of J. L. Wade, owner of the Purple Marten Junction at Griggsville
and documented the move of CB&Q 3007 from the Quinssippi Island in Quincy to Griggsville. The
family was kind enough to give me the pictures and information and it will be in the next Newsletter.

What was, Is again.

St. Louis Museum of Transportation
Jeff Heine provided me this photo. No it is not a new one with Frisco #1522, back in the line-up
but rather a picture taken about 28 years ago before the St Louis Steam Train Association ever
thought of pulling 1522 out of the viewing track and spending thousands of dollars and thousands of
hours to restore it to service.
Remember how much of a thrill it was to see the big engine stretch its legs along the main line.
Thank God those men and women had the guts to spend the time and money so hundreds of
thousands could again see her under steam. Remember railfaning & model Railroading is Fun!
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